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Theoretical and experimental work on the vertical
position control system on the COMPASS-D tokamak is
described. An analog proportional1 derivative (P1 D)
system is currently used, and two important sources of
disturbance are observed in the system. One source is
600-Hz noise from thyristor power supplies, and the other
is impulselike disturbances due to edge-localized modes
(ELMs). A high-order controller is developed using the
H` technique to reduce the effect of the 600-Hz noise.
This initial design is based on a model of the plasma po-
sition system obtained from system identification. The con-
troller is implemented on a digital signal processor and
tested on COMPASS-D. The controller synthesis proce-
dure and the experimental results are presented. Large,
separated ELMs on COMPASS-D cause impulselike re-
sponses to be observed in the power amplifier and posi-
tion signals. Closed formulas are given for the minimum
possible peak of the impulse response of the system, which
is used to find the limit of performance.

INTRODUCTION

Large tokamaks such as the Joint European Torus
~JET! and the International Thermonuclear Experimen-
tal Reactor~ITER! operate single-null diverted~SND!
plasmas which are vertically unstable. COMPASS-D is a
small tokamak that also operates with SND plasmas, and
we present experimental and theoretical work on its ver-
tical position control system. There are two important

sources of disturbance on COMPASS-D. One source is
600-Hz noise from thyristor power supplies, and the other
is impulselike disturbances due to edge-localized modes
~ELMs!. In this paper, separate control strategies are pre-
sented to deal with each of these.

An overview of the current analog proportional1
derivative~P1 D! vertical position control system is first
given. Then we describe the design of controllers using
theH` control theory1 to reduce the 600-Hz noise. These
controllers have been tested with a digital signal proces-
sor~DSP! system on COMPASS-D, and preliminary ex-
perimental results are presented.

ELMs are plasma instabilities that are often ob-
served on COMPASS-D, and large, separated ELMs add
an impulselike disturbance to the system. This type of
ELM causes large excursions in the plasma position and
requires a large peak response from the controlling am-
plifier. Saturation of the amplifier, leading to vertical dis-
ruptions, is sometimes observed. The problem of
minimizing the peak of the response to a fixed input has
been solved by Dahleh and Pearson.2 The result involves
solving a linear programming problem with an infinite
number of constraints. For COMPASS-D and an impulse
model of ELMs, we obtain analytical results that allow
us to examine the limits of performance.

For the position control experiments, COMPASS-D
typically operated with SND plasmas, with plasma cur-
rent Ip ' 150 kA, major radiusRp ' 0.56 m, minor ra-
dius a ' 0.18 m, and elongationk ' 1.6. The vacuum
vessel wall is made from 3-mm-thick Inconel, and the
time constant for the penetration of the radial field, which
is used for vertical position control, through the vacuum
vessel is estimated to be in the range of 420 to 470ms.
The plasma shape and vessel geometry are similar to the
ITER design, and phenomena such as ELMs are also ex-
pected to be present on ITER. For more details about
COMPASS-D see Ref. 3, and for modeling details see
Refs. 4 and 5.
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PRESENT CONTROL SYSTEM

The control loops for the plasma shape, radial posi-
tion, and vertical position are decoupled on COMPASS-D
in that different poloidal field coils and control loops are
used for each system. The coils in each loop are chosen
to reduce the interaction with other loops. The vertical
position system uses antiparallel coils connected in se-
ries ~L 5 94.8mH andR 5 11.5 mV! above and below
the vessel to generate the radial field required for verti-
cal position control~Fig. 1!. The coils are powered by
one or sometimes two 250-kW~650 V, 65 kA! transis-
tor amplifiers~6-kHz bandwidth!.

Figure 2 contains a diagram of the system showing
that the proportional and derivative signals are obtained
from two different sources. The position signal is ob-
tained by summing and then integrating the signals from
four flux loops~FLs! outside the vessel, and the velocity
signal is the sum of eight internal partial Rogowski~IPR!
coils inside the vessel. The flux loop coils provide a po-
sition signal close to that obtained from poloidal field
reconstructions and, unlike the IPR coils, are not sensi-
tive to helical modes and do not contain a large level of
high-frequency noise. However the flux loop coils are
shielded by the vessel wall. The two signals are designed
to provide position measurements of the current centroid
and work remarkably well when compared with the cur-
rent centroid position obtained from poloidal field re-
constructions~Fig. 3!. The current centroid position is
controlled rather than the plasma boundary because a sep-
arate system controls the plasma shape. A reference po-
sition signal is used to set the position, and multiplying
waveform generators are used to adjust the proportional

and derivative gains. The gains have been optimized em-
pirically; i.e., they were scanned until suitable experi-
mental performance was obtained.

The system satisfactorily stabilizes plasmas with in-
stability growth rates of up to;2500 s21. However, noise
is present from coupling to thyristor power supplies gen-
erating 600-Hz and higher harmonics. The effect of
the 600-Hz oscillation on the plasma position is small
~,1-mm amplitude!, but large voltage swings are present
at the amplifier output~;20-V amplitude!. Saturation of
the amplifier can sometimes occur and can lead to loss
of control and disruptions. A P1 D controller based on
signals from only the flux loops has also been tested and
found to be not as reliable as the current system, which
can be explained by the effect of the vessel wall in shield-
ing the flux loop coils from plasma motion. System iden-
tification of models of the plasma response with external
and internal coils shows that shielding by the vessel wall
reduces the control stability margin.4

DSP CONTROLLER DESIGN

A DSP system was installed to improve the perfor-
mance of the control system. The hardware consists of
anAT&T DSP32C~up to 25 Mflops, 32-bit floating point!,
two analog-to-digital converters and two digital-to-
analog converters~16-bit resolution, up to 200-kHz sam-
pling frequency!. The objectives of the controller are to

1. stabilize the plasma during startup and flattop

2. avoid coupling to helical magnetohydrodynamic
~MHD! modes

3. reduce the amplitude of the 600-Hz component

4. regulate the plasma position, allowing only small
deviations from the reference position.

To avoid coupling to helical MHD modes it was de-
cided to use only the flux loop position signal and not
the IPR velocity signal. This also simplifies the control-
ler design and makes the results more relevant to the ITER
scenario, where there may not be any internal magnetic
pickup coils close to the plasma. A sampling frequency
of 20 kHz was chosen because this greatly exceeds the
bandwidth of the system but is well within the computa-
tional speed and numerical accuracy limits of the DSP.

An open-loop model of the COMPASS-D system was
obtained for controller design purposes. The plasma po-
sition system was modeled using system identification,
which is the process of fitting the coefficients of math-
ematical models to experimental data. Experiments were
performed in which the position reference signal was
switched at random between two levels at intervals of
100 ms ~Ref. 5!. This was done to excite the modes of
the plasma position system, which responded with a max-
imum of 1-cm peak-to-peak excursions in the plasma

Fig. 1. COMPASS-D vessel, location of control coils, and SND
plasma: vertical position control coils~BR!, radial po-
sition coils~BV !, shaping coils~S!.
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position. After anti-alias filtering, the position and am-
plifier signals were sampled at 20 kHz. The input and
output data were then notch filtered to remove the 600-Hz
noise and high-pass filtered with cutoff at 100 Hz to em-
phasize the high-frequency components. At each sample
instant i ~sampling frequency 20 kHz!, the response of
the flux loop plasma positionyi ~in volts! can be related
to the amplifier currentui using the discrete time differ-
ence equation

yi 5 b1ui21 1 b2ui22 2 a1 yi21 2 a2 yi22 2 a3 yi23 .

The coefficientsak andbk can be calculated from a least-
squares fit to the experimental data. The model can be
converted to a continuous time differential equation using
Tustin’s approximation, and taking the Laplace trans-
form gives the continuous time transfer function.

A discrete time model from coil current to flux loop
position signal for a typical shot~Ip 5 150 kA andk 5
1.6! was obtained using system identification. The re-
sulting continuous time transfer function from control coil
current to flux loop position signal was

PFL~s! 5 1.16513 1025

3
~s 1 41 164!~s 1 40 000!~s 2 40 000!

~s 1 51 136!~s 1 6704!~s 2 2260!
,

wheres is the Laplace transform variable in the complex
frequency domains 5 s 1 jv. There is one unstable
pole ats5 2260 s21, representing the vertical instability
growth rate, and two other stable poles, modeling the sta-
ble dynamics of the plasma and the sample delay.

The power supply and control coil model from con-
trol signal voltage to amplifier output current was

Pc~s! 5
Ka

~Lc s 1 Rc!
,

whereKa 5 257.6 represented the power supply gain,
and the control coil~including leads! self-inductance and
resistance were approximated asLc 5 100mH andRc 5
10 mV, respectively. The model of the COMPASS-D plant
consists of the two components connected in series

Fig. 2. Schematic of vertical position control loop.

Fig. 3. Comparison of vertical position signals: current cen-
troid from poloidal field reconstructions~solid!, cali-
brated flux loop signal~dash!, and integrated and
calibrated IPR signal~dot!.
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P~s! 5 PcPFL .

During the startup, major changes in the plasma ver-
tical position system occur, including changing from sta-
ble to unstable as the plasma shape changes from circular
to SND. System identification was used on shots with
plasmas at different elongations~Fig. 4!. The magnitude
of the plasma unstable pole, effectively the plasma re-
sponse bandwidth, increases with elongation, and the D.C.
gain of the model decreases. There is no discernible trend
in the values of the other poles or the zeros in the models.

Initial controllers designed using a direct digital im-
plementation of a P1 D controller had the problem of
poor stability margins and were unable to stabilize a nor-
mal plasma. This is also true of flux-loop-only analog
P 1 D controllers, which have also been tested in the
past. Plasma position controllers based on theH` design
method have been proposed~see Refs. 6 and 7!, and this
method was investigated on COMPASS-D.

Simple P1 D controllers have an advantage in that
they are easily implemented and require only two coef-
ficients to be determined. High-order controllers offer
more flexibility but are more difficult to design because
more coefficients must be determined. TheH` tech-
nique allows constraints to be specified on the desired
closed-loop response of the system, and, given a model
of the plantP~s!, a controllerC~s! is calculated that sat-
isfies the closed-loop constraints. The constraints are spec-
ified to limit theH` norm of the closed-loop frequency
response. For a transfer functionF~s!, theH` norm ofF
is defined as

7F~s!7` 5 max
v
6F~ jv!6 ,

which is simply the maximum gain ofF over all frequen-
cies. The constraints are then specified to limit7F7`,

whereF is chosen to be a closed-loop transfer function
multiplied by a frequency weight. If the loop gainL~s!
for the system in Fig. 5 is defined as

L~s! 5 P~s!C~s! ,

then the closed-loop sensitivity isS~s! 5 10@1 1 L~s!#
and the complementary sensitivity isT~s! 5 L~s!S~s!.
Three weighted bounds were used onT, CS, andSto spec-
ify robust stability margins, to reduce the effect of 600-Hz
noise on the amplifier signals, and to limit the steady-
state tracking error. The frequency-dependent weights
were chosen in a heuristic manner to provide a good com-
promise among the three objectives. The choice of con-
straints and weights is described in turn.

Given a nominal model of a plantP and a controller
C, it is possible that the nominal closed loop is stable but
that a small variation or error inP causes the closed loop
to become unstable. A robustly stabilizing controller is
one for which closed-loop stability is guaranteed for the
nominal plant and a specified range of plants. The first
objective was to specify a robustly stabilizing controller.
A set of plant models based on the nominal modelP with
multiplicative uncertainty bound~as in Fig. 5! can be con-
sidered

P' [ $P~1 1 W1 D!; 7D~s!7` , g% ,

whereW1 is a frequency weight andD can be any trans-
fer function such thatP andP' have the same number of
unstable poles. The scalarg is a bound on the size of the
uncertainty for the set of plantsP'.

A controller stabilizes any plant in the setP' if and
only if

7gW1T7` , 1 . ~1!

The weightW1 was chosen to be a high-pass filter on the
assumption that the plant model is relatively more un-
certain at high frequencies. The high-frequency gain is a
factor of 10 larger than the low-frequency gain. The fil-
ter time constants were chosen by examining stability mar-
gins indicated by Nyquist plots of the loop gain. The
transfer function ofW1 is

W1 5
10t1 s 1 1

t1 s 1 1
,

wheret1 5 50ms. The amplitude spectrum ofW1 is plot-
ted in Fig. 6. The value ofg is found from an optimiza-
tion process that calculates the maximum value ofg and
a controller for which the three constraints can be satis-
fied. Large values ofg indicate that a large range of plants
can be stabilized, sog can be considered as a measure of
stability margin.

The closed-loop responsev to noisen ~Fig. 5! is CS.
The effect of a 600-Hz noise source onv can be reduced
by specifying the constraint

7W2CS7` , 1 . ~2!
Fig. 4. Bode plot of plasma response at different elongations:

k 5 1.59~solid!, 1.56~dot!, and 1.50~dash!.
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The weightW2 is a bandpass filter with peak at 600 Hz
~Fig. 6!,

W2 5
1

100
3

~s 2 z2!~s 2 Sz2!

~s 2 p2!~s 2 Sp2!
,

wherez2 5 ~23171 3775j ! s21, p2 5 ~2 0.51 3768j !
s21, and the overbar denotes complex conjugation. The
high-frequency gain ofW2 ~ 1

100
_ ! was chosen to limit the

high-frequency gain of the controller to avoid amplify-
ing high-frequency noise.

The transfer function from noise or disturbance to
position errore is S and can be penalized with a third
constraint

7W3S7` , 1 . ~3!

If W3 is large thenS must be small to satisfy the con-
straint. Since the reference position signal is constant dur-
ing the flattop period of a plasma shot, only low-frequency
tracking is required. The filterW3 was chosen to be a
low-pass filter with cutoff at 50 Hz,

W3 5
3.9483 105

~s 2 p3!~s 2 Sp3!
,

wherep3 5 ~2222.12 222.1j ! s21.
Given a model of the plantP and having chosen

weightsW1, W2, andW3 for closed-loop stability and per-
formance, theH` optimal controller for COMPASS-D
would satisfy the three constraints for the largest value
of the stability marging. This controller is difficult to
calculate, but a more tractable problem is to obtain a con-
troller that maximizesg subject to

66 gW1T

W2CS

W3S
66
`

, 1 ? 7~6gW1T62 1 6W2CS62

1 6W3S62!1027` , 1 .
~4!

Satisfying Eq.~4! implies that the three conditions in
Eqs.~1!, ~2!, and~3! are simultaneously satisfied.

The overall design approach was to choose the
weights and use the Matlab Robust Control Toolbox8 to
obtain theH` optimal controllerC~s! that satisfies
Eq. ~4!. The resulting controller is ninth order~the com-
bined order of the plantP and the weightsW1, W2, and
W3!. The resulting optimal stability margin isg 5 0.238.
The Nyquist plot of the loop gainL in Fig. 7 is a polar
plot of the frequency response of the loop gainL. For
COMPASS-D, the plot must encircle the21 1 0j point
once anticlockwise for closed-loop stability. For robust
stability the gap between the loop gain and the21 1 0j
must be large enough so that an anticlockwise encircle-
ment can be maintained for changes in the frequency

Fig. 5. Block diagram of control system including plant uncertainty model.

Fig. 6. Weights forH` controller design.
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response of the plant model. The D.C. gain ofL is 25.19.
This is relatively large so that the tracking errorSis small.
Increasing the penalty on the tracking error by making
the D.C. gain ofW3 larger increases the magnitude of
the resulting D.C. loop gain. At low frequencies the gain
of L decreases with frequency, and the phase ofL is
,180 deg. At 180 Hz the loop gain crosses the real axis
at 21.51 0j and later crosses the axis again at 1650 Hz
and20.3571 0j. Near the21 1 0j point, the phase of
L is .180 deg, ensuring that there is one anticlockwise
encirclement. The distance between the loop gain and the
21 1 0j point is most directly affected by the weight
gW1. The weightW1 was fixed and defined the relative
level of uncertainty at high and low frequencies, and the
distance was maximized by choosing the maximum value
of g for which a controller satisfied all three constraints.
It was found that larger values ofg were achieved if the
high-frequency gain of weightW3 was made smaller.

There is a trade-off between robust stability margin
and high-frequency noise amplification. The controller
contains a notch at 600 Hz, and this causes the plot to
pass close to the origin~6L6 ' 0.14 at 600 Hz!. At fre-
quencies above 1 kHz, the loop gain tends to the origin.
The controller was checked with models of the plasma
during startup to ensure stability at low elongation. The
controller was then converted to discrete time form and
finally tested on COMPASS-D.

The plot in Fig. 8 shows the result of testing theH`
controller on COMPASS-D for a plasma discharge where
the elongation is slowly increased tok 5 1.6 and be-
yond. The 600-Hz component is rejected as required up
to 195 ms. Beyond this time the system begins to reso-
nate and finally becomes closed loop unstable. At the re-
quired operating pointk 5 1.6, the system is stable but

highly resonant. This is an improvement on a flux-loop-
only P1 D controller, but the resonance indicates that
the stability margin of the system is poor. Further tuning
of the model and controller weights is possible and has
achieved the required performance.5,9

The results demonstrate that high-order controllers
can have advantages over simple P1 D controllers. It
has been shown on COMPASS-D how a high-order con-
troller can be used to improve the stability properties of
the vertical position loop and to reduce the effect of noise
on amplifier output signals.

ELM AND IMPULSE RESPONSE

Edge-localized modes of different types are often ob-
served on COMPASS-D. Large, separated ELMs cause
the largest excursions in the plasma position and demand
large voltages from the control amplifiers. Figure 9 shows
a typical amplifier input and flux loop position response
to large, separated ELMs, with the current P1 D con-
troller. Each spike in the Da signal corresponds to an ELM.
Each ELM causes an impulselike response excursion in
the plasma position~up to;2 mm peak to peak! and large
voltage and current swings from the control amplifier~up
to ;60 V and;300 A peak to peak!. Occasionally the
amplifiers saturate, leading to loss of stability.

Minimizing the peak response to an ELM is a useful
objective, and one way this can be achieved is to model
ELMs as impulse disturbances and minimize the peak of
the impulse response of the system. In this section we
find a theoretically optimal controller that minimizes the
peak of the impulse response.

Fig. 7. Nyquist plot of loop gainL~s! with theH` controller.
The D.C. gain is25.19, and at 600 Hz the plot passes
close to the origin. Points are marked at 180~x!, 600
~1!, and 1650 Hz~o!.

Fig. 8. Position and amplifier response for theH` controller.
The plasma elongation slowly increases through the shot
~#15946!.
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Dahleh and Pearson2 developed a method for deriv-
ing the discrete time optimal controller that minimized
the maximum magnitude of the response for a fixed in-
put. For an arbitrary plant, the optimal response is found
from the solution of a linear programming problem with
a finite number of variables and a constraint involving the
sum of a series of an infinite number of terms. The result-
ing optimal controller is of infinite order. A restricted-
order optimal controller can be found if the series is
truncated. We show herein that for a restricted class of
plants~which includes the COMPASS-D model!, the lin-
ear programming problem can be solved analytically.

In this section theZ-transform of a time-sequencefi
is defined as in Ref. 2:

F~z! 5 (
i50

`

fi zi .

Note that this is defined in terms of the complex variable
z and not the more usualz21. Using the preceding defi-
nition, F~z! is unstable if it has any poles inside the unit
disk of thez-plane. Also ifF~z! represents a plant model
with an m sample time delay, thenF~z! hasm zeros at
the origin. Lettingti represent the impulse response of
the closed-loop transfer functionT~z! 5 P~z!C~z!@1 1
P~z!C~z!#21 and defining the peak of the impulse re-
sponse7ti7` 5 maxi 6ti 6, then the optimal cost is

m* 5 min$7ti 7` : C stabilizesP% .

COMPASS-D has a single unstable pole. Tustin’s ap-
proximation can be used to find the relationship between
the continuous time polep in thes-plane and the discrete
time polea in thez-plane,

a 5
2fs 2 p

2fs 1 p
,

where fs is the sampling frequency. The COMPASS-D
model@P~s!# used in the previous section has the unsta-
ble pole atp 5 2260 s21. For a sampling frequencyfs 5
20 kHz, the discrete time pole isa 5 0.893. The discrete
time equivalent ofP~s! also has two zeros at the origin
~i.e., m 5 2! because of the sample delay in the discrete
time equivalent ofPFL and one sample delay from the
discrete time approximation ofPc. We now give the re-
sult for COMPASS-D–type plants:

Proposition 1: Consider a plant with a single unsta-
ble pole ata, m zeros at the origin, and no other poles or
zeros inside the unit disk.

a. The optimal cost is

m* 5
1 2 6a6
6a6m

.

The optimal closed-loop response is a step of heightm*
after a time delay ofm samples as shown in Fig. 10. The
order of the controller is infinite.

b. Consider the case when the order of the closed-
loop response is restricted ton, wheren $ nn 1 nd 1 1
andnn andnd are the orders of the plant numerator and
denominator, respectively. Then the restricted order op-
timal cost is

mn 5
1 2 6a6

6a6m 2 6a6n11 .

The resulting response is a pulse as shown in Fig. 10.
The controller order isnd 1 n 2 m 2 1.

Fig. 9. Da, flux loop position error signal, and amplifier out-
put during large separated ELMs~#14787!.

Fig. 10. ~a! Plot of optimal impulse response and~b! optimal
restricted order response.
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Note that the performance does not depend on any stable
poles or any zeros outside the unit disk in the plant; these
are canceled by the controller. The proofs are provided
in Ref. 5 and involve formulating and solving the linear
programming problem to find the optimal stabilizing con-
troller. The controller can be synthesized by deconvolu-
tion of the closed-loop transfer function.

Figure 11 contains plots ofm* againsta for different
values ofm. It shows clearly that the optimal peak re-
sponse increases as the time constant of the unstable pole
decreases. For COMPASS-D this implies that the opti-
mal performance is worse for plasmas with higher elon-
gations. It also shows that the optimal cost increases with
m. The plot ofmn againstn ~Fig. 12! shows that allowing
the order of the response to increase improves the per-
formance of the controller. In summary, there is a trade-
off among the time to settle, the open-loop growth rate
of the plant, and the maximum magnitude of the impulse
response of the system.

Improving the impulse response is expected to im-
prove the ELM response. The results provided here al-
low the potential for improvement to be judged. The
COMPASS-D P1 D controller~using flux loop and IPR
signals! has a theoretical peak response of 0.173 to a unit
pulse of width 50ms. The impulse response of theH`
controller designed using the weights in Eqs.~1!, ~2!, and
~3! has a peak of 0.254 and so would be expected to re-
quire larger voltages in the presence of ELMs. The theo-
retical optimal performance is 0.135, which indicates that
the P1 D system performance is reasonably good in this
respect. If we require the settling time of the impulse
response to be limited to, for example, 1 ms, then the re-
stricted order optimal cost is 0.15, and the optimal con-
troller order is 21.

Of course, it is not suggested that an actual peak op-
timal controller is used on COMPASS-D because it would

not address the requirements for stability margin or 600-Hz
noise rejection. Nevertheless, the information provided is
valuablebecause it sets the limitsofperformanceof thesys-
tem against which controllers can be evaluated.

CONCLUSIONS

The current analog P1 D control system is satisfac-
tory in many respects but is not designed to reduce the
level of 600-Hz noise in the system and is unable to sta-
bilize the plasma vertical position using only external
measurements of position. High-order controllers offer
more flexibility but can be more difficult to design. It
has been shown thatH` theory can be used to address
the stability and 600-Hz noise problems, and anH` con-
troller has been implemented on a DSP and tested on
COMPASS-D. The results are encouraging in that the
high-orderH` controller was able to stabilize the plasma
at the required operating point and attenuate the 600-Hz
noise at lower elongations. Neither of these is possible
with a simple P1 D controller.

Large, separated ELMs on COMPASS-D cause im-
pulselike responses to be observed, and it is expected
that minimizing the peak impulse response of the sys-
tem would reduce the voltage requirement to accommo-
date ELM disturbances. A method exists for finding
the optimal controller2 and can be simplified for the
COMPASS-D case. The results would be useful when de-
signing any multiobjective controller since they specify
the limits of performance in the presence of ELMs that
any controller could achieve.
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